Collective Action: Social Engineering Tactics
There were two different collective actions taking place at YorkU during the same time period. The first was
initiated by the union representing YorkU’s graduate teaching assistants. The second was initiated by Mexican
Kleptocrats representing Paulina Garcia Del Moral’s perception of reality. The Canadian Union for Public
Employees’ (C.U.P.E.) collective action against YorkU left me and my fellow graduate students in financial
distress. C.U.P.E’s collective action also weaken YorkU’s organizational structures and behaviors thereby
making the University community as a whole more susceptible to collective action social engineering tactics. In
addition to exploiting YorkU’s venerability, the collective action employed (financial assisted: bribery, graft) my
fellow graduate students to participate in efforts to harass and to bully . The scope of the collective action’s
social engineering did not encompass advanced graduate students who were on sabbatical researching and
writing their dissertations. A number of these advanced graduate students returned to campus in shifts to shield
me from the collective action that relied on students enlisted in my sessions and current fellow graduate students
as proxies. Rather than acquiesce to a concerted collective action effort to intimidate and to bully through
character assassination etc., these advanced graduate students responded with a counter collective action that
included over night watch duty during a brief period of homelessness when I lived out of my office. The
information that the collective action was able to obtain and weaponized included private information and
records secured by collective action front persons employed by YorkU. The corner stone of the collective
actions strategy continues to be character assignation, isolation, bullying and 24/7 gang stalking by various
communities.

DIFFUSION OF RESPONSIBILITY AND
MORAL DUTY – Recruits are made to feel that they
cannot be held responsible for their actions. They can
be further compromised when they are made to feel
that any actions they take will be for the greater good

AUTHORITY – Compliance with
perceived authority is a conditioned
response. Once perceived authority is
established, verification of legitimacy is
rarely challenged.

When state power is the personal and private capacity of
self-interested individuals AUTHORITY implies a
monopoly of violence, an obligation to comply with the
wishes and whims of Kleptocrats and their state
sponsored ability to enforce their will over and above the
rights, privileges and immunities appertaining U.S. and
Canadian citizenship.

DECEPTIVE – The collective action (or any con job
for that matter) relies on relationships. Building a
relationship on perceived common interests or goals.
As the relationship grows so does the proxy's
usefulness.
EXAMPLES:
RECIPROCATION – Our human nature
dispositions us to desire to repay a favor or to feel
indebted when something of value is promised or
offered.
OVERLOADING – When information comes too
rapidly the human mind experiences overload. The
mind goes into a passive mode and the victim will
tend to accept the information since they can no
longer scrutinize or process it.
THE STRONG AFFECT – An attacker attempts to
induce a heighten state of emotions (anger, surprise,
or elation) that compromises the front person's ability
to use logic or to employ a counter argument. The
goal is to disengage the victim from their reasoning or
skepticism.

United States Postal Service:
Retrieving mail addressed to the HRTO in Ontario and to legal
counsel under the ‘color of authority’ after it had been placed in
repository making it federal property. See Collective Action: Outline
– Intro paragraph to Collective Action: Outline
York University:
Dana Lacarte Maule – Incident Report # Read pages 2-5 at the
following link.
Toronto Police Department: Collective action enlistment of off-duty
officers to usurped and degraded the role and function of policing by
Officer #82124 complied with a scripted suppression of an incident I
reported to police
Comcast Cable and Corporation: See documents in APPENDIX - I
First Tennessee Bank: See documents in APPENDIX - I

INTEGRITY AND CONSISTENCY – Front perons
are approached from the perspective of their own
honesty and consistency. A natural tendency to
measure others with what we know and expect from
ourselves lend creditability to statements and actions.

